
FREE RADAROPUS DATA UPDATE!
All RadarOpus 2.0 users can import this Update for free*!
* Minimum requirement: RadarOpus Silver (Easy) 2.0.32 or later, Mac or PC.

RadarOpus users receive regular free updates of their RadarOpus program, o#ering new features and 

improvements of the existing program functions. This has happened just recently with the release of version 2.0. In 

addition, we are happy to release a first RadarOpus Data update. This update will install new data in your 

RadarOpus, as well Synthesis additions as new Reference documents. A great way to stay in touch with the new 

information in our community!

RANUNCULUS ACRIS

98 Synthesis additions the common buttercup from Clarke’s dictionary plus additions from Jan Scholten’s Wonderful 
Plants (642.13.09).

These Synthesis additions include the source information of Clarke’s Dictionary (c1). At each Synthesis addition, you can 

see the related Materia Medica text [if your license contains access to Clarke’s c1]. The print screen shows the Materia 

Medica of Clarke: at each Materia Medica symptom you can see to which Synthesis symptom(s) this text is linked. All 

these links are bi-directional: one click toggles between Materia Medica and Synthesis, at the exact location. 

A never-seen-before in homeopathic software!

FIVE MORE WONDERFUL PLANTS

107 Synthesis additions of five more small plant remedies, based on the Wonderful Plants book by Jan Scholten. 

These additions were made to existing repertory rubrics.

Saxifraga stolonifera (Strawberry geranium, 652.16.02)
Pelargonium odoratissimum (Apple geranium, 653.12.07)
Cuphea viscosissima (Blue waxweed, 654.11.08)
Brassica rapa (Field mustard, 655.66.02)
Disocactus flagelliformis (Rat Tail Cactus 663.14.16)
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CARBO FULLERENUM

578 Synthesis additions based on the proving by Misha Norland and Peter Fraser 
(UK). Buckyballs (carbo-f.) show a (partly) spherical shape composed of carbon. 
They were manufactured only as recent as 1985. The name was an homage to 
Buckminster Fuller, whose geodesic domes it resembles. The full text of the 
proving from Clarke’s Dictionary

MONOTROPA UNIFLORA

As the Indian Pipe has no chlorophyll, it cannot photosynthesize its own food like 
most plants. Therefore, it has its roots tap into the mycelia of a fungus. This plant, 
proved by Misha Norland (nl14), is so and tender that when handled it dissolves 
and melts away in the hands like ice.

BUFO RANA

Jeremy Sherr’s (srj15) proving adds very useful information to the existing Materia 
Medica of the common toad.
This ‘meditative’ proving was carried out by Dynamis School graduate students 
during and after the potentization of a Bufo bufo found on the Isle of Raasay. 
Jeremy’s provings are for sale through RadarOpus, but this one is kindly o*ered 
for FREE by Jeremy Sherr!

LORANTHUS ACACIAE 

Elia Onne and Michal Yakir observed that proving this plant caused a state of 
resistance to any authority by a dictatorial, bitter and aggressive attitude. It is an 
uncompromising rivalry that is fueled by an undercurrent conviction that it's 
‘either me or you’.

HOW TO INSTALL THIS DATA UPDATE?

 

1) Update your RadarOpus to version 2.0.32 or later

     •  Your current version is indicated in the RadarOpus title bar

     •  If needed, download the RO 2.0 file from the “Download” section of www.radaropus.com

2) After installing this update and starting RadarOpus again, the 3 Reference documents mentioned 

(nl14, one1 and srj15) will be visible in your TOC Reference without requiring any further action

 

The Synthesis Additions Logfiles will be released with RadarOpus 2.0.33. As soon as they are available, you will be 
informed that you can download these files from our website.


